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       Minutes – Full Governing Board 

                                           12th December 2022 

Attending Declaration of 

pecuniary interest 

Office 

Terminates 

CB Cheryl Boulton Headteacher Y Nothing to declare  
RP Rob Pantling (arrived 6:38) Staff Y Nothing to declare 02.09.2023 

RJ Rachael Jewell Parent N Nothing to declare 02.12.2025 
SM Steve Meredith (virtual) Parent Y Nothing to declare 07.09.2025 
LH Lisa Heard (virtual)(arrived 6:40) LA Y Nothing to declare 07.12.2025 

LJ Lee Jordan (virtual) Foundation Y Nothing to declare 27.09.2026 
BM Bob Maskell Foundation Y Nothing to declare 01.02.2026 

GH Graham Harry Co-opted Y Nothing to declare 02.02.2025 
LS Lucy Samson  Co-opted N  07.01.2024 
SL Sara Lees Co-opted Y Nothing to declare 08.11.2026 
 VACANCY Co-opted    

Others 
BD Bec Davey Clerk Y Nothing to declare  

 

Action Decision/Question 

ITEM ACTION 
PROCEDURAL 

2223.33  Apologies: LS work. None received from RJ. 
 
The clerk confirmed the meeting was quorate (3 or more governors) 

LS apology 

approved 

2223.34  Governor vacancies:  The clerk has created an advert for all governors to 
distribute.  Governors reminded to do so. 

 

2223.35  Declaration of Interests: None declared  

2223.36  Confirmation of Minutes of 09.11.2022 (Part I & Part II) The minutes were 
approved and signed. 

Approved 

2223.37  Matters arising from minutes: 2223.12c&d Update confirmations on GHub once 
completed L2 Safeguarding and read KCSiE. The clerk thanked those governors 
who had completed the confirmations and advised governors this must be done 
by the end of the term. 

 

MONITORING 

2223.38  
a 
 
 
 
 
 

Policies, Statements & Provisions for review:  
Pupil Premium Report: RP had circulated a report prior to the meeting. It is a 
standard format – the same as last year. It does not include national figures. 
There have been no drastic changes and there are only two less PP pupils so the 
school have not changed what they do. The school was planning on having art 
therapy for this term but this has fallen through due to difficulties with paying 
the art therapist. SLT are now looking at alternatives such as drawing and talking 
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b 

therapy with the funding being used to train current staff members. The school 
challenges listed in the report haven’t changed. Governors thanked RP for 
preparing and completing the report. BD to add to website. (remove 2019/20 
report). 
Policies that have been approved by Lead Governors/Headteacher (For 
information only):  
Attendance Policy. 
School Uniform Policy. CB is awaiting details of the PTA second hand uniform 
page on Facebook (after Christmas) and will put an interim sentence until details 
are provided. 
Following the approval of the above policies by the lead governor/Headteacher, 
the FGB adopted the policies. 

 

 

 

Adopted 

Adopted 

 

STRATEGIC 

2223.39  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a 
b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It was agreed that the budget be discussed at this point:  
2223.42 Budget Monitor: LH had provided a budget and report prior to the 
meeting. There has been an increased cost from salaries. The school have 
received costs for swimming lessons. The school have decided to not replace the 
desktops with new desktops but to use the existing 2 trollies of Chromebooks 
which will save approx. £9K. The year-end forecast is a deficit of £17k, of which 
catering is £15k. The pre-school may take up the offer of having the school 
supply their meals, hopefully starting in January 2023.  
There are currently two leaks in the roof which are going to cost about £3-4K to 
repair. Although an in-year deficit is forecast, it will still leave +£248K at year-
end. DCC want a balanced position for the next two years which may mean that 
the school is unable to go ahead with the track and canopy. Governors asked if 
the carried forward could not be spent? It is the understanding of LH that the 
school can keep the surplus but they may not be able to spend it. Governors 
understood that a balanced budget means not overspending in the year so if the 
school have a surplus, surely it can be spent. The school is not in a deficit and 
money should not be sat on. LS will clarify with LD as to what this actually 
means. The school will not lose the carry forward; they have got to spend the 
money. It is a poor management of money if they are not allowed to spend it. LH 
will send governors the guidance LD has received. The issue is the uncertainty of 
additional costs (utilities/ staff costs) LD met with DCC finance last week. 
Governors strongly believe that funds need to be spent in the year that the 
children are attending the school, not be kept for the future children. LH will get 
clarification and let the other governors know as soon as possible.  
Spending/Project Approvals: LD has received three quotes for the new canopy 
outside years 1 & 2 classrooms and they range between £8K & £9K. Governors 
approved a payment of £9K towards this. LH will check there are no conflicts of 
interests with the quote and get clarification about spending. Governors want 
this project to go ahead as soon as possible. By getting Chromebooks instead of 
new desktops, the ICT budget is saving £9K so surely the canopy can go ahead? 
LD is still working through the quotes for the running track, they are currently all 
for different surfaces. Once agreed, the PTA will provide £17K, Sports Grant £6K 
and the balance will come from the school. This could be up to £14K.  
Admissions requests update: There have been no requests in November. 
HT report including Health & Wellbeing of staff and pupils: CB had circulated a 
report prior to the meeting. CB provided an update to the report: We had to 
report an outbreak of Scarlett Fever and Strep A in the school to PHE (NB: 
outbreak is defined as 2 or more cases with a link e.g. same class or siblings.) CB 
is trying to clarify guidance as different information is being received from Public 
Health England (PHE) and doctors as to whether children can attend school or 
not when presenting with symptoms. The school is currently using the PHE 
guidance. Pharmacists are struggling to obtain liquid antibiotics at the moment 
and are not doing swabs. The school has been advised that there is no need to 
cancel normal procedures and events. LJ stated that GP’s were written to last 
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week and all health care are to give more prescriptions for antibiotics at the 
moment, especially with secondary infections. Governors questioned how long 
children should be kept away from the school. CB explained it was 24 hours from 
the start of antibiotics. Parents are also being encouraged to swab the children. 
LJ will send the guidance sent to Devon GP’s to CB. There are currently 21 
children on the list for reception for next year. There have been a lot of parents 
being shown around the school by CB and RP. 
SDP (School Development Plan) Autumn Term update: CB & RP have updated 
the plan. It is a working document so it is always changing. Pupil voice for well-
being is being looked at in January and the results will be analysed soon. There is 
a staff wellbeing training day in January and the staff are having a healthy food 
lunch together. Julie Paddick (Devon Education Services) is coming in in January 
to see the EYFS now they are settled to observe and help with the boys reading 
and writing. There may be a need for things like more teacher led activities with 
the boys to improve their fine motor skills. SATs practice papers have been 
completed by Year 6 and governors need to be mindful that there will be a 
percentage reduction in progress/attainment compared with last year’s results. 
The SATs will need to be carefully timetabled next year because there are now 
only 4 days due to the additional bank holiday at the start of the test week. 
School Council is starting up again in January. The school want more pupil voice 
at the school. 
Well-Being Charter: SL has reviewed the first few items on the charter and 
forwarded her comments prior to the meeting. SL needs to meet with someone 
to see what is already taking place. Some areas within the charter overlap. Need 
to establish what the governor’s role can be and to find out how active can they 
be. How can this be implemented amongst the staff’s current days? SL 
confirmed there are helpful papers on the government website the link to which 
could be added to the charter.  
SL wondered if the school has a Mental Health First Aider. CB advised that Clare 
Bennett (CBe) is the Mental Health champion for the school and will be 
undertaking DFE training in the new year. It is a guidance role to help with 
signposting. CB thought this may be appropriate for a training day or for SLT to 
attend training. SL to meet with CBe in the New Year. CB will take what has been 
shared to date to the training day in January to discuss it with the staff. It was 
agree to add an impact section to the charter. Governors thanked SL for her hard 
work. There is no specific budget line for staff wellbeing but there could possibly 
be one added from April 23 onwards.  
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SL & CB 

2223.40  
a 
 
 

Safeguarding and Child Protection: 
Safeguarding Update – including Leaning Walk and SCR: LS was unable to 
attend the meeting, but CB advised that SL joined the meeting to shadow LS. SL 
confirmed that during the meeting, the SCR was looked at and it was all present. 
A learning walk also took place and LS will write up a report. 

 

 

 

2223.41  
a 
 
b 
 

GDPR 
Update: There have been no breaches. The annual audit is taking place on 
13.12.2022. The report will be circulated to all governors once created. 
KPIs (Key Performance Indicators): These have been reviewed and a report was 
circulated prior to the meeting. LH thanked CB for completing the form. The DPO 
has reviewed the school’s results and is happy with the results. They are for 
2021-2022. 

 

2223.42  
a 
 
 
b 
 
c 
 

Financial Monitoring  
Health & Safety/Premises update: SM has met with LD to see how health and 
safety is managed at the school. He will write up a report in readiness for the 
next meeting. 
Budget update: It was agreed that this item be brought forward and covered 
before item 2223.39. See above. 
Spending/Project Approvals: It was agreed that this item be brought forward 
and covered before item 2223.39. See above. 

 



 

GENERAL GOVERNANCE  

2223.43  Lead Governor/Classroom visit Reports: Any questions?   
BM had provided reports following his visits to; EYFS, Computing and Design & 
Technology. If governors have any questions, they can contact BM directly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

2223.44  Governor Training:  
SL has attended Safeguarding for Lead Governor training. It was very engaging 
and helpful including knowing what to ask the staff and children as governors 
and being signposted to the one-minute guides on the DES website.  
BM has attended ‘Tackling bullying in schools: roles and responsibilities of a 
school governor’ training. He was disappointed with the training. They did not 
speak of the governors’ role and it seemed it was only really useful for staff 
members. It was interesting but it was not specific enough. OFSTED often ask 
governors questions about whether they know how circumstances are dealt 
with and it would have been useful to have had this included in the training. BM 
will share the PowerPoint with governors.  

 

 

 

 

 

BM 

2223.45  Matters brought forward at the Chair’s discretion: The meeting continued in 
part II for this section.  

 

2223.46  Impact of meeting & Agree governor to write in newsletter: The governors had 
a productive meeting including:  
Considering the budget and the surplus and balanced budget for the next two 
years – it is important to query ‘balanced budget’ and what the implication 
means with schools who have a surplus.  
Discussing the Well Being Charter with great updates from SL.  
Ensuring Strep A and Scarlet Fever guidance is followed and updated.  
An update on PP report in time for the website deadline. 
SDP report was discussed 
Updated School Uniform Policy – clearer for parents and now in line with new 
government guidance. 
LJ will prepare a section for the newsletter. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LJ 

 

Meeting closed: 8:24pm 

ITEM  ACTION WHO  DUE BY 

2223.38 Add PP report to website and remove 2019/20 report BD 16.12.23 

2223.42b Send governors the guidance on ‘balanced budget’ LD has received LH 15.01.23 

2223.42b Get clarification on spending some of the surplus during ‘balanced 

budget’ and let the other governors know as soon as possible. 

LH 15.01.23 

2223.42c Check there are no conflicts of interests with the canopy quote and 

get clarification about spending 

LH 15.01.23 

2223.39b Send the guidance sent to Devon GP’s to CB LJ 15.01.23 

2223.39d Meet with CBe in the New Year SL 01.02.23 

2223.39d Take the Wellbeing Charter to the staff training day CB 04.01.23 

2223.44 Forward the training PowerPoint to all governors BM 31.01.23 

2223.46 Prepare a section for the newsletter LJ 31.01.23 

 

Signed: _________________________________ (Chair)  Date: _______________________ 


